
All's Well That Ends We
W,tuWnn,tuhts

They were bored, and I was so stunaed that I
couldn't think what to do about it Here were my
two l4.year-old granddaughters, who had eagerly
accepted my invitatlon to a twoday stitch-in with
me, girls who were usually chattering and giggling,
full of high spirits, now sitting silent and impassive
as I introduced the workshop I had planned for
them.

Staying ovemight in our retlrement community,
they had arrived at our door from the guest

apartment (its Litchen well*tocked with breakfast
foo& and snacks), to begin working. On the table
werc the materials I had prepared---a 34-page
booklet with pictures of embroideries, diagrams of
14 stitches, and examples of pieces worked with
each of the stitches; framed-up doodle cloths for
practice; C<1amps; 6inch hoops already wrapped

with cloth tape; ernbroidery scissors in felt Leepen; matching felt needlebooks with
tapestry, chenille, crewel, and sewing needles, two sizes of each; a sampler I had made of
the stitchesi and ar assortment of flosses. Yet Rachel and Michelle showed no interest
whatsoever. Good heavens! lifhat was the matter?

Stupidly I plunged ahead, hoping I could arouse some
enthusiasm for the many examples of needlework in
their booklets: nada. Then I had them draw some
shapes or motifs they could make with each of the
stitches as I introduced them. The girls datifiril.)
complied. This was a disaster! Not funl No questioru,

no conversation, no giggling. Even practicing stnches on
their doodle cloths did not seem to engage them. Serious,
sober, quiet-not at all what I expected!

After one of his usually popular lectures, Ralph Valdo
Emerson wrote that it "was heard with cold silent
unresponsive attention, in which there seemed to be a
continuous unuttered rebuke and protest." Ah, ! aldo, I
lnow whereofvou soeakl

Emie, Beloved Spouse, to the rescue. At lunch, which he prepared for us, he told jokes and
funny stories, then brought out an album of old pictures. These pictures, especially the ones
of their fathers with 1960's BIG FiAIR" the gids studied with great interest and hilarity. At
last we were havins fun.
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After lunch, having already abandoned my plan for systematically

leaming the fourteen stitches, I put my stitch sampler on the table

between them and asked them which stitches they would like to leam

Now they looked carefully at all the doodles, touching them and

commenting on them. Borh chose French knots, so we made French

knots and French knots with stems, Next they wanted to try satin

stitches. Rachel wanted to do buttonhole. Michelle wanted to do

herringbone, and fly. While Rachel worked slowly and meticulously,

asking for help as needed, Michelle took off independently, playing

with the stitches, using them freely. By mid.aftemoon, they had had enowh of this! 'Can

we look at more picturesl' I Ieft them in their apartment with boxes of photographs and

boxes of cercal (eaten dryl), laughing and having a good time.

Next moming, not knowing what to expect, I esked if they would like to design and stitch a

piece. Yes, they were up for that. I suggested that there were two wa)s they could proceed:

they could either decide which stitches they wanted to use, then think of a way to use them

in a designi or they could first come up with a design, and then think about how to stitch

it. Now they spontaneously tumed to their booklets for ideas. Rachel found a greeting card

she had sent me among the images I had scanned on to a page with the question, "How

would you stitch this?" She pondered which stitches she would use to make an embroidery

of it. Michelle found a picture of a crewel embroidery that included sheep stitched in

French knots and thought she would like to stitch sheep. They took their pencils and

been to draw.

After a few tries at drawing sheep, Michelle drew a
car that she liked, but it was too small. Here was an
opportunity to use the computer as a design aid. We
scanned in her drawing and enlarged it, making
three different sizes, which we printed, and she
chose the size she wanted to work with. From the
half dozen pieces of fabric I offered, each chose a
white cotton-polyester "linen". While Rachel copied
her drawing on the fabric with a fine-point, non-
bleeding pen, Michelle traced her printed design

over transfer paper on to the fabric. After sretching
the fabric tightly in their hoops and attaching them
with Cclamps, they were ready to select floss colors.
More animated now, they searched for just the right
shades, separated the strands, and threaded their
needles. Both had decided to use f'rench lmots
extensiveb. Michelle chose black for her cat, which she
first outlined in dark gold backstitch. Rachel also
chose dark gold, for a sandy beach.
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Bv lunchtime, thery were deeply engaged in stitching, and after eating and going fot a walk,

they were eager to get back to wotlc Both {inished their pieces in time for us to mount

them, properly lacing them with herringbone stirches across the back of foamcore' which

they had padded with Pelton. And now they were actualb interested in looking at other

embroideryl Y4rile on our walk, we had seen embroidered pieces in the entryways of other

apartments and stopped to snrdy them. The girls quickly identified some stitch$ and spent

time figuring out othee. Back home, I brought out work I had done and they looked

closelv to ffnd as many stirches as they could recognize. Seeing spider webs and wrapped

spider weba, Rachel asked me to show her how to make them. Taking up her doodle cloth,

she pncticed stitching some.

lust as Emie had taken picnjres of the finished projects and of the girls holding their wotk

"so that their kids could some day say, 'ls tbat really my mom?'", Michelle's mom arrived to

pick her up. Perfect timing. Ve ended our stitch.in happily, with Rachel and Michelle
pleased with dLeir projects and me proud of their accomplishments.

Vhen planning this expedence, I had wanted them not only to do some stitching, but to
leam about ernbtoidery-to lnow how the sudace embroidery they were doing differed
from counted cross stitch and needlepoint, to be familiar with the tools, to develop good

techniques, and to see how they could design their own pieces' Although we didn't follow

my plan, we did achieve these objectives. Plw they had each practiced nine different
stitches. And after that dbastrous first moming, I think they had a good time. If we do this
nerc year, though, we will start with their designs.
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